LONGHUNTER FAIR CHASE STATEMENT

Any trophy obtained by the use of the following methods shall be deemed as unsportsmanlike and taken by *unfair chase*, which will result in disqualification from either entry for award or inclusion in the Longhunter Society Big Game Records Program.

1. Violation of applicable game law(s) and regulation(s) on the hunt;
2. Herding or pursuing any game from motor-powered vehicles;
3. Use of electronic devices to attract, locate, or observe game or guide hunter to such game;
4. Hunting of game confined by artificial game-type escape-proof barriers; or hunting game on a private reserve not certified as a Fair Chase® reserve by The Longhunter.
5. Taking of game which is helpless in or because of deep snow, ice, traps, tranquilizers, poisons or while game is swimming.
6. Spotting or herding of game from air, followed by landing in its vicinity for pursuit;
7. Taking game from a herd which is not self-propagating, self-sustaining or is artificially fed except for occasional emergency reasons.
8. Any other method deemed by the Records Committee to be unsportsmanlike.

I certify that the trophy scored on this chart was not taken in *unfair chase* as defined above by The Longhunter. I further certify that it was taken with a muzzleloading firearm in full compliance with local game laws of the state, province, or territory.

Date __________________________ Signature of hunter ______________________________________

(Signature must be witnessed by the measurer or a notary)

Witness __________________________ Date __________________________

*The Longhunter Society reserves the right to reject any entry that fails to fully satisfy entry requirements.*
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